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Oscar Heyman is a family jewelry 

business now in its third generation.  For 

quality and craftsmanship, there is no    

one better. 

Since 1912, this grand American jewelry house has been 

creating truly exquisite fine jewelry for jewelry lovers, 

aficionados and collectors – jewelry connoisseurs around 

the world. Oscar Heyman jewelry showcases the striking 

elegance of colorful gemstones and the dramatic beauty of the 

women who wear it. Each piece is ingeniously designed and 

meticulously crafted by American artisans using European 

techniques passed down through three generations of this 

100-year old family business. The result is an enduring 

legacy of heirloom-quality design that truly transcends time 

and is coveted by the next generation.

Oscar Heyman was founded by Nathan, Oscar and Harry 

Heyman, three brothers in a family of nine children, born in 

Latvia in the late 1800s. As young men, Nathan and Oscar 

apprenticed at Russia’s legendary House of Fabergé from 

1901 to 1906. After five years, their parents wanted them to 

have a new life in the United States so two of the brothers 

set sail for New York. They arrived in 1906 and were joined 

Entourage Rings and 
Pansy Brooches 
Oscar Heyman designs 
stand the test of 
time. Their signature 
pansy brooches and 
entourage rings created 
in the 1920s and 30s 
respectively are still top 
sellers today.
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a year later by Harry and their father. Together, they started 

their jewelry business in 1912. Oscar was not the oldest, but 

he was the star -- a true craftsman. All five of his brothers 

and two of his three sisters eventually came to the United 

States and worked in the family business.

Working at Fabergé taught the brothers many skills, 

most notably: how to work with platinum; the science of 

gemology; how to cut stones; and how to design with color. 

The Heymans were among the first jewelers to use platinum 

in America and to have their own signature look of mosaics 

and “painting with gemstones.”

Oscar Heyman is known for creating “art” with gemstones 

and they believe that colored stones give jewelry great style 

and character. Beyond the classic sapphires, emeralds and 

rubies, Oscar Heyman works with many “esoteric” precious 

gems, including star sapphires, star rubies, chrysoberyl 

cat’s eyes, alexandrites, Australian opals and aquamarine.  

About 20% of their work is with diamonds, but mostly as          

accent stones. 

While Oscar Heyman is celebrating its 100th year anniversary, 

this jewelry house successfully balances a rich history with 

a modern point of view. They train their own lapidaries, in 

the tradition of the European model of apprenticeship, and 

utilize many of the techniques that the founders learned at 

Fabergé. However, today Oscar Heyman uses state-of-the-

art machinery for stone-cutting while always maintaining 

their commitment to craftsmanship and quality.

During the early part of their first hundred years, Oscar 

Heyman designed and made jewelry for Cartier, Tiffany, 

Harry Winston and Van Cleef & Arpels.  Exquisite pieces, 

designed for those houses, frequently come up for auction. 

Jewelry experts from Sotheby’s and Christie’s collaborate 

Bird Story Bracelet
Originally created in 1925. 
Sold at Sotheby’s in Geneva 
in 1998 for $450,000 and 
recreated in 2008 at the 
request of a London dealer.

Opal and Diamond Brooch
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with the Oscar Heyman 

family to authenticate 

such pieces.  Recently, 

an emerald and diamond 

necklace, a gift from 

Michael Jackson to 

Elizabeth Taylor, sold at 

Christie’s for $315,000 as 

part of the landmark sale of 

jewelry from the Collection of 

Elizabeth Taylor.  Oscar Heyman 

started to make jewelry under their 

own name in the 1970s.  Today every 

piece of jewelry is signed and numbered, 

assuring the quality and pride of craftsmanship 

that this great American jewelry house has delivered for   

100 years.  

Oscar Heyman has made pieces for countless celebrities 

and historical figures through their work with the world’s 

greatest jewelry houses. In 1969, Richard Burton brought 

a 69-carat diamond to Cartier and Oscar Heyman was 

commissioned to design a setting for it. Ms. Taylor chose a 

design with over 50 graduated pear- shaped diamonds, which 

had not yet been sourced. The Oscar Heyman team had a week 

to finish it for an event 

Ms. Taylor was attending 

in Europe.  The result 

was     the world-renowned   

Burton-Taylor Diamond 

drop necklace. 

Oscar Heyman remains 

dedicated to a hands-on 

approach of stone selection. From 

the early days, the Heyman brothers 

have been traveling to sapphire and 

ruby mines in Sri Lanka and Thailand to 

buy stones as they are newly mined. They 

continue today to source directly from mines 

around the globe and as recently as this summer brought 

gorgeous stones back from mines in Sri Lanka. The stones 

are then handed to the Oscar Heyman lapidaries who re-facet 

them to bring out the greatest color, brilliance and clarity. 

Throughout the decades, Oscar Heyman has been creating 

iconic pieces whose designs have stood the test of time and 

remain coveted by clients around the world. These designs 

range from the stunning Art Deco pieces Oscar Heyman became 

synonymous with in the 1920’s to their design innovations of 

today with such exquisite pieces as a platinum, chrysoberyl cat’s 

eye and diamond necklace with 100 carats of cat’s eye and the 

award winning opal and emerald necklace unveiled this year at 

JCK Show in Las Vegas.

Oscar Heyman will premiere its 100th Anniversary Collection 

this fall.  The collection will feature select pieces of classic and 

new designs to celebrate each decade of creative genius and the 

reputation for quality of the Oscar Heyman jewelry dynasty.

This year marks their 100th Anniversary but Oscar Heyman is 

looking forward to their future – never resting on their laurels.  

Their goal for the next 100 years is to build the Oscar Heyman 

brand globally as the top name for the world’s finest, museum-

quality jewelry being made from precious and precious esoteric 

gemstones. They already have a century of collectable pieces to 

prove it, so it shouldn’t be that hard.

To learn more about Oscar Heyman, visit 

www.oscarheyman.com.p

Oscar Heyman loves 
working with Opals and 
this new design has 
been turning heads.

Elizabeth Taylor, the Burton-Taylor 
Diamond Necklace designed 
by Oscar Heyman (1969)




